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SAC R E D G E O G R A P H I E S I N T H E E U R A S I A N S T E P P E :
T H E AQKOL SH R I N E A S A S Y M B OL OF K A Z A K H E T H N IC I T Y
AND RELIGIOSITY*

I got the idea to study the Aqkol shrine while
having tea with Birzhan, a friend of mine
from the city of Ekibastuz, in Nazarbayev
University canteen. It was the beginning of
summer 2012 and I was a graduate student
who had come to Kazakhstan to start preliminary fieldwork. I told my friend that I wanted
to study representatives of a sacred lineage
(qozha, in Kazakh), but I did not know how
to start. Birzhan off-handedly told me he and
his mother had visited a certain ‘Qozha Ata’
in a village – was it named ‘Aqkol’? – in the
early 1990s. To make conversation, I asked
“is he still alive?”, “who was he?”, and “is
there anything interesting there?” I thought
that Birzhan had probably visited an obscure
local healer who was already long dead.
However, Birzhan told me that Qozha Ata
was the descendent of a well-known saint,
Ishan Ata, and that Qozha Ata’s family maintained a shrine in the area. I could not have
imagined that an Islamic shrine could have
survived near a Sovietised industrial city
such as Ekibastuz. The next weekend I joined
Birzhan on a journey to Ekibastuz and started
my study of the Aqkol shrine complex. I
continued this fieldwork in the summers of
2012, 2013 and 2014, with an additional stay
in 2018.
My main argument is that the Aqkol
shrine complex reveals a strong relationship between religious and national identity
as well as the development of civil religion
(Coleman 1970) in contemporary Kazakhstan. In the years since independence, Muslim

shrines have become perceived as part of the
Kazakh national historical and cultural heritage; they are ‘essential pillars’ of the ‘Kazakh
national spirit’ that provide ties to an imagined past. For example, the mausoleum of
Akhmad Yasavi in Turkistan figures prominently in school textbooks and television programs; Yasavi is thus positioned as a ‘Kazakh
saint’, whose shrine blesses the Kazakh state,
rather than as a Muslim saint blessing Muslim land. There are also a number of smaller
local shrines which are now highly praised
by local elites and state institutions. A narrative in which ethnic identity, religion, and the
nation-state are blended is growing around
the shrines.
Since at least the late 19th century the
Aqkol area has been home to Islamic sacred
lineages. Qozhas are highly praised among
Kazakhs, just as in other parts of the Muslim
world and Central Asia (Basilov 1970; Demidov 1976; DeWeese 1999; Privratsky 2001).
They are thought of as descendants of the
Prophet Muhammad and his relatives. The
local sacred lineage in Aqkol was founded
by Murat Ishan, who came from the southern
part of Kazakhstan. Later, Murat left Aqkol
and returned with his two sons to the southern
part of Kazakhstan, where he passed away.
One of Murat’s sons, Isabek, got a miraculous message via a dream (ayan in Kazakh),
in which an unknown saint in a white robe
asked him to return to Aqkol. Sacred prophetic dreams, or ayan, play and important
role for Central Asian Muslims (Privratsky
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2001 Louw 2010). Dreams of ancestral spirits
(often elders in white cloth) are quite common among Kazakhs and widespread among
Aqkol pilgrims and locals. Isabek returned to
the Aqkol area, where he became a prominent
saintly figure among the nomadic Arghyn
tribes there (Frank 2013). The Arghyn tribes
became the disciples (murid) of the Isabek lineage, just as other Kazakh communities had
communal affiliations with other sacred lineages (DeWeese 2013). Terms of Sufi origin
were widespread in these parts of the steppe
region, for example duana (divona or dervish),
ishan (pir or sheikh), piradar (barodar means
‘brother’ in Farsi, a term used for members of
a Sufi brotherhood).
The tradition of pilgrimage to the graves of
the Isabek lineage started after 1881 in Aqkol,
after the building of a mausoleum devoted to
Isabek Ishan. Later the area around Isabek’s
grave became a shrine complex devoted to
the local Aqkol sacred lineage. Aqkol slowly
became a place of shrine veneration and continued to function during the Soviet period,
even during the Soviet antireligious campaigns. During the Soviet period, another
Aqkol saint, a descendant of Isabek named
Zhandarbek (1901–1996), continued the tradition of sainthood. He was known for small
miracles, such as starting a dilapidated tractor and healing the sick. During the Soviet
and early post-Soviet period, the shrines of
Isabek Ishan and Zhandarbek were small
mausoleums, built in the style of collective
farmhouses. However, after the economic
boom of the 2000s, the Aqkol shrine went
through complete renovation thanks to the
efforts of Pavlodar oblast officials and local
elites. The reconstruction involved bringing
new construction materials and architectural
styles from western Kazakhstan, especially
the Mangistau Peninsula. The majority of the
donations for the reconstruction, amounting to more than 200,000 dollars, came from
local individuals and businesses. The Aqkol
shrines went from small Soviet-style buildings to tall Islamic domes. The shrine reconstruction ended with a large celebration of
Isabek Ishan in the summer of 2011 (Bigozhin
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2018), which cemented the shrine’s new status. The shrine complex has become known
on the regional and even national level.
The relationship between ethnicity and
the sacred existed in Aqkol before the reconstruction, but was not as visible as it is today.
For Aqkol Kazakhs and now for many pilgrims from other parts of the country (as
far away as Almaty and the Russian Omsk),
the steppe with mausoleums and ancestral
graves was, and is, an imagined sacred homeland where saints and their tombs became
associated and recognised by the local population as protectors of Kazakh religion. Being
Muslim and being Kazakh are not separate
things for many Kazakhs today and this characteristic often expresses itself in the veneration of ancestral spirits (aruakhs) and burials
of ancestors, saints and saintly figures. Data
collected during participant observation
among pilgrims near Aqkol shrines show
that for many Kazakhs pilgrimage to Aqkol
was not only a religious act, but also a kind
of hybrid in which religion, nationalism, a
sense of belonging to Islam and even tourism
all became interconnected and blended. For
many pilgrims, especially those from urban
centres, pilgrimage goes through space and
time. It is a way to make contact with rural,
‘traditional’, life and to live for a couple of
days in an imagined past, walking through
the windy steppe to a shrine, sacrificing a
sheep and cooking it on a wood stove, drinking fermented mare’s milk, and more. The
pilgrimage also becomes a symbolic return
to tradition and ‘the Steppe’. As Wendell
Schwab (2012) has written, Kazakh tradition
and history become Islamically authoritative
for these types of pilgrim. For former Aqkol
villagers (many Aqkol people left their village in the economically harsh period of the
1990s and 2000s and moved to more prosperous cities), a return to Aqkol also has a special symbolic meaning as a visit to the ‘small
Motherland’, where they can touch the graves
of their ishans and pirs.
State organisations have begun to frame
Aqkol’s shrines as part of national heritage.
In 2017, as part of its ‘Third Wave of Moderni-
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sation’, Kazakhstan started a Spiritual Renovation program (Rukhani Zhanghyry); one of
this program’s goals is to build, or rebuild,
the sacred past of the Kazakhs. This program
encourages the classification and standardisation of sacred spaces in the form of edited
volumes. The Kazakhstani government has a
systematic approach to sacred spaces, places,
and shrines, trying to find the exact number
of these places and selecting a certain number of shrines, caves, mosques, temples, and
churches for renovation. These often religious
sacred objects are used to link Kazakhstan’s
diverse regions, religions, and ethnicities in a
single national identity to form the patriotic
modern citizen. In other words, Kazakhstan
is developing its own civil religion using
these shrines.
In the case of Aqkol, the close connection between religion and a national Kazakh
identity is visible in the process of museumification of the shrine complex. Aqkol has its
own small museum, located in the wing of
the village’s administrative building. In the
museum, pictures of Zhandarbek or Isabek,
or Zhandarbek’s personal belongings are
exposed and practically blended with an official vision of the Kazakhstani history, thus
creating a sense of belonging to Aqkol within
an official discourse on the Kazakhstani past
and present. The state-run mass media slowly
built up public interest in the Aqkol’s renovated shrines, leading to the construction of
a nationalistic narrative around Aqkol. From
being local Kazakh tribal saints, Isabek and
Zhandarbek slowly joined the pantheon of
all-Kazakh saints.
Ulan Bigozhin
(Nazarbayev University)
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